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“[T]he value [of humanities education] is not only instrumentally 

pragmatic but, rather, when culture is properly taught and interpreted, 

inherently and substantively, spiritual, as well” [2004: 33] 

 

“Language… defines creative human existence… [the study of which] 

provides invaluable insight into the human character” [1986: 112]. In this 

regard, the essence of our divine image becomes man as a “creator of 

symbols – verbal, cognitive, imaginative….  The study of great literature 

focuses upon a manifestation, albeit indirect, of His wondrous creation at 

its apex….  [Human artifacts] reveal the spiritual potential which God’s 

creative will had implanted in man” [1997: 245].  

 

 “In Hamlet you can witness the greatness of man on one hand, and on the 

other to see the greatest of Western writers as a living expression of what 

mankind can achieve; to the height that ruah memallela can ascend” 

[1986: 15].  

 

“Those who have at least attained and revealed some measure of 

knowledge, great writers are preeminent. In reading them, we can confront 

the human spirit doubly, as creation and as creator…. As regards 

enriching our understanding of ruah memalela, imaginative artists have  
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been more illuminating than theoreticians – not only because they have described more powerfully but because 

they have also probed more deeply…. [The artist] melds precision and sensitivity, intuition and acuity, to 

perceive and portray concrete personal and social reality” [1997: 248]. 

 

R. Lichtenstein states that his own reading has “reinforced an awareness of the spiritual significance of ‘the 

best that has been thought and said in the world’ [Arnold’s definition of literature]. For what is it that culture 

offers us? In relation to art – profound expressions of the creative spirit, an awareness of structure and its 

interaction with substance and, consequently, the ability to organize and present ideas; in relation to life – the 

ability to understand, appreciate, and confront our personal, communal and cosmic context, sensitivity to the 

human condition and some assistance in coping with it; in relation to both – a literary consciousness which 

enables us to transcend our own milieu and place it in a broader perspective. Above all, culture instills in us a 

sense of the moral, psychological and metaphysical complexity of human life” [1985: 228]. 

 

“My general education has contributed much to my personal development. I know my understanding of Tanakh 

would be far shallower in every respect without it. I know that it has greatly enhanced my perception of life in 

Erets Yisrael. I know that it has enriched my religious experience. I know that when my father was stricken 

blind, Milton’s profoundly religious sonnet ‘On His Blindness’ and its magnificent conclusion, ‘They also serve 

who only stand and wait,’ stood me in excellent stead” [1985: 230]. 

 

Selections from: Jeffrey Saks, “The Best That Has Been Thought and Said by Rabbi Lichtenstein 

About the Role of Literature in Religious Life,” Tradition 47:4 (Winter 2015). To download the full 
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Three reasons that literary analysis of Tanakh remains a matter of “spiritual import.” First, “aesthetic experience 

per se, properly channeled, is spiritually desired. It serves to sharpen our perception, to expand our horizons, to 

refine our sensibility and deepen our humanity – to make us richer and more harmonious individuals.” Second, 

the appreciation of the aesthetic component of Tanakh is in and of itself significant insofar as “it is beauty as 

divine revelation, as a reflection of the form in which the Ribbono shel Olam chose to manifest His will to 

man.” With regard to cosmic beauty we acknowledge as a matter of course that the “message of divine glory 

told by the heavens is largely communicated by awe inspiring beauty… Ought we, then, to dismiss with respect 

to Scripture what we so readily acknowledge with regard to nature?”  Finally, literary “power and beauty are 

 not merely frosting on the cake of the pasuk’s meaning. They are – in the more imaginative and emotional 

passages, certainly – of the very fabric of that meaning… Readiness to open our sensibilities to the power and 

beauty of kitvei ha-kodesh is the first step in enriching our literary experience of them. In order to maximize our 

response to them, we should, secondly, learn to read them critically” [1962: 21-23]. 

 

“It is easy to devote yourself to Torah [exclusively] if you are convinced that everything else is nonsense. 

Nonsense is easy to give up. But one who sees the beauty in God’s creation, who comes to love it, must be 

strong in order to devote himself to learning Torah. One must not divorce the world, but rather bear in mind 

one’s ‘lover’s quarrel with the world’” [2008: 134]. 

 

“If I were pressed to encapsulate what I learned in graduate school, my answer would be: the complexity of 

experience. ‘The rest is commentary; go and study’” [1985: 229]. 

 

C.S. Lewis, English Literature in the Sixteenth Century Excluding Drama (Oxford, 1954), p. 214 

“Some endeavour to isolate it [the profound effect of a Biblical passage] by concentrating on the book’s 

rhythm: but I am not convinced that its rhythms (they are various) are very different from those of any good 

prose that is written for the most part in short sentences, nor that they would strike us as noticeably fine if 

divorced from their matter. ‘After the cocktail, a soup – but the soup was not very nice – and after the soup a 

small, cold pie’. It is not a bad sentence: but it is very different from its rhythmical equivalent ‘After the 

earthquake, a fire; but the Lord was not in the fire: and after the fire a still small voice’ (I Kings xix. 12). Is it 

not possible that critics whose philosophy forbids them to attach much value to the matter of scripture are 

tempted to attribute to rhythm, and indeed to style in general, more than its due.” 

 

George Steiner, Preface to Language and Silence  

“We come after. We know now that a man can read Goethe or Rilke in the evening, then play Bach and 

Schubert, and go to his day’s work at Auschwitz in the morning.” 

 

T.S. Eliot, “Religion and Literature” in Selected Prose of T.S. Eliot, ed. F. Kermode (New York, 1975) 

“Explicit ethical and theological standards must be especially applied to ‘works of imagination.’ All of us may 

be influenced by these.”  
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